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Thus, the lensing eect does not produce any polarization nor rotate the polarization vector, it












This mechanism alters the geometrical properties of the polarization eld, that is to say, changes
the electric (E) and magnetic (B) components of the polarization that reects its non-local
geometrical properties. Indeed, inationary models, predict that the small scale B polarization
is dominated by lens eect
9;5
. We explicit this point in the weak lensing regime where distortions
are small. At leading order (one can refer to
1




















where we described the lens eect by its convergence eld  =  1=2 
i
;i
















(the totally antisymmetric tensor) reects the
geometrical properties of the B eld. It comes in front of two shear-polarization mixing terms.
One which we will call the -term couples the shear with second derivative of the polarization
eld. The other one, hereafter the r-term, mixes gradient of the shear and polarization.
As a consequence, the B eld directly reects the properties of the shear maps. Fig. 1 shows
a comparison of relation (2) with the exact lensing eect. The agreement is excellent.
3 Cross-correlating CMB maps and weak lensing surveys
With the help of eq.(2), one can try to recover lensing information out of B polarization. Un-
fortunately, a direct inversion is not possible since it leads to a huge degeneracy in the resulting
shear maps
1
. Another way of deciphering the encoded lensing data will be to cross-correlate
CMB polarization with other lensing information, namely, weak lensing galaxy surveys
2
.
There are strong theoretical motivations to perform this kind of cross-correlations
6;1
. The





















is around 40% in standard models and accordingly, the correlation between B polarization and
lensing survey will be signicant. Since only the lens eect generates B eld at this scale, we can
expect to have a low cosmic variance on the cross-correlation. Moreover, one can assume that
systematics and foreground noises that will hamper each detections will be poorly correlated, so
that mixing the two data sets can be an eective way of enhancing the accuracy of the signal.
We present here two objects that mix CMB polarization data with reconstructed shear elds.
































Then, the amplitude of the cross-correlation between B and b

can easily be estimated. At







































These results remain valid even when ltering eects are included (see
1
for complete calculation).
Figure 1: Numerical simulation results for 4.4 square degrees maps. Right panel is the result of an exact simulation




maps. The convergence elds used here have a cross-correlation coeÆcient of 0.48. The cross-correlation coeÆcient
between the guess maps and one of the real maps are respectively 0.37 and 0.16.
Fig. 1 shows a numerical illustration of this cross-correlation. The similarities between
the left and the right maps are not striking. Yet, under close examination one can recognize
individual patterns shared between the maps. Moreover, computation of correlation coeÆcient
gives signicant overlapping up to 40%.
Using this results, we dene two quantities insensitive to the normalization of CMB and 
8








































































Previous methods to probe weak lensing in CMB anisotropies
4;6
ran into high cosmic variance
problems. This is not surprising since lens eect which is not dominant can be masked by
statistical deviations of the primary CMB signal, thus reducing the accuracy of lens detection.
Since B polarization only emerges in presence of lensing, this last eect should be less important.




cosmic variance can be simply estimated in terms of the cosmic
variances of the polarization eld and of the shear eld.
CosV ar(X
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The same kind of equation holds for X
r
. This expression leads to values for the cosmic variance
of X

of less than 8% for realistic 100 square degrees surveys (see table 1).
Table 1: Values of the cosmic variance of X
\
. The survey size is 100 deg
2







. From this estimations, we can expect a cosmic variance
for X
\
of less than 10% for realistic scenarii.
CosV ar (X
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8.71% 6.73% 9.49% 7.62%
4 Conclusion - Sensitivity to the cosmic parameters
We showed that weak lensing eect on the CMB B polarization can be embedded in a simple,
real space, rst order expression. This expression can be used to create mathematical objects
that compare the lensing eects up to the last scattering surface to the one up to our galaxy
surveys probes. We showed that this objects should produce a signicant information, even in
realistic (i.e. ltered) situations, with a low intrinsic statistical error.
These objects are also expected to be good, unbiased, cosmic parameters tracers. Fig. 2
presents their behavior in the (

0
;) plane which exhibit a high sensitivity to the vacuum
energy density. This is not surprising, since we are probing the length of the optical bench we





(left gure) and X
r
for a CDM model. The ltering beam is 2 arc minutes for all elds.
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